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Student returns to Greece for job of a lifetime
Steven Chandler will start work in January as HUG's assistant to the director
by JOHN MARK
ADKISON

"When I found

out I got the
job, I watched

sports editor
Next semester Harding
University in Greece will
have a new addition to aid
the director and help the
popular overseas program
run more smoothly. Senior
Steven Chandler was hired at
the beginning of November
as the new assistant to the
director. He will begin this
spring, joining HUG directors Mike and Beth Jam es at
the Artemis Hotel in Porto
Rafti, Greece.
"This is all just so surreal,"
Chandler said."This is the sort
ofjob I have been dreaming
about, and now it is going
to be real. I am really, really
excited."
Chandler is majoring in
public relations an~ leadership and ministry. He is from
Decatur, Ala., and is currently
the student president of the
American Studies Institute.
Chandler said he plans on
graduating this December
and then arriving in Greece
a week before the students
arrive, which does not provide
much time for training.
"I am trying to memorize
simple Greek terms while I
am here," Chandler said. "I
am also trying to freshen
up on my Greek mythology. I am currently reading
the 'Odyssey' and I've read
'Iliad.' Ever since I was kid,
I have had a love for Greek
mythology. The myths are a
huge interest to me. When I

'Hercules,'
which is not
exactly an
accurate
depiction, but
it still got me

excited."
-Steven

Chandler
HUG assistant
to the director
found out I got the job, I
watched 'Hercules,' which
is not exactly an accurate
depiction, but it still got me
excited."
Chandler himself was a
student in the HUG program
in the summer of2009, and
he said it was there that he
discovered a passion for
Greece and its history.
"Being a communications
major, I love the concept of
stories," Chandler said. "And so
many stories have connections
to Greek mythology and its
history. Greece's history has
influenced nearly everything.
And then when you travel to
Israel and Egypt, with older
histories, you finally see places
that you have heard about
your whole life. That is why
I love the program, and that
is where my passion stems
from. "

photo courtesy of STEVEN CHANDLER I Harding University
Senior Steven Chandler overlooks the Acropolis in Athens while standing on Mars Hill. Chandler was a
2009 Harding University in Greece student and will begin working as assistant to the director in January.
Chandler said he is also the assistant position, I was
looking forward to working thrilled about Dr.James
with Mike James, who was becoming the new director.
his professor when James He is always a fun guy and I
was dean of the College of will be working with him in
just about everything."
Communication.
"I had Dr.James for two
James is currently in his
classes and attended his.Rible.. ~ first semester as director.
"Dr. [Jeff] Hopper, Dr.
study my freshman year before he became the director," Jam es and myself are all
Chandler said. "Even before impressed with Steven and
I heard about an opening in his character," said Janis

Freshman rocks
nation in contest
by JANET ORGAIN
student writer
A few years ago, he bought
his first acoustic guitar and
taug ht himself how to play.
Today, he is one of nine musicians and bands nationwide
competing in the General
Mills "URock" competition.
On O c t. 12 , Kolton
Thomas's easy-listening
acoustic style won the Harding "URock" competition
hosted by Aramark in the
school cafeteria. Thomas beat
two other Harding bands to
move on to the next stage of
competition.
"I was excited about winning at Harding," Thomas
said. "But as soon as I won,
I found out that th e next
stage was online voting. I
went right to work."
Thomas, a freshman business major, contacted relatives
and friends to spread the
word about online voting.

Nine bands from across the
country were vying for votes
on the "Rock Your Campus"
website. The top three finalists will be rewarded with
an all-expense-paid trip
to Los Angeles to perform
at the national level of the
competition in January,
sponsored by General Mills.
"I won't really be excited
until I'm on the plane to LA,"
Thomas said. "Because right
now, I'm just someone who
won a little thing in the caf."
In the first round of competition, Thomas performed
two songs solo: "I'll Be" by
the GooGoo Dolls and an
original, "Breathe in Easy."
Thomas said his music falls
in the rock genre, but he aims
to make his music appeal to
all ages.
"I am really like John
Mayer but with a softer,
newer style," Thomas said.
"The songs that I write have
a rock genre, but I put different tastes in. I try to get

Lighting can, apparently, strike the
same place twice.
Thieves broke into the villa at
Harding University Florence during
the night and stole an assortment of
electronics Saturday, Nov. 13.
Both the first fire and first robbery
in the history of the villa occurred this
semester. On O ct. 28, two weeks before
the robbery, an electrical fire broke out
in one of the women's bedrooms. The
room was severely fire-damaged, and
smoke dam aged the remainder of the
rooms in the villa. Repainting of th e

A

in a foreign country without
knowing the language would
likely seem daunting to most,
but Chandler said he is not
worried.
"I am not really nervous,''
Chandler said. "I was put
in a lot leadership roles in
high school and college, so
I am really looking forward
to mentoring and getting to
know the students."

IS&T fights
slow Internet
by JOHN MARK
ADKISON
sports editor

photo courtesy of KOLTON THOMAS I Harding
University
Kolton Thomas plays a show at the Underground Coffee House Wednesday, Nov. 10.
it where everyone can listen
to it and like it."
Roommate Matt Warren

said he believes Thomas's
talent is obvious.
-SEE MUSIC PG. 2A

HUF faces new trial: theft
by LAUREN BUCHER
features editor

Ragsdale, Harding's international programs administrator;
Ragsdale and Hopper, dean
of International Programs,
interviewed Chandler for
the position.
"We are confident that he
will do an outstanding}oo~s
he works as Dr.Jam es' assistant in the daily operations of
HUG," Ragsdale said.
Taking on this new role

rooms and restorati on projects are
already underway.
Now, eight students had valuables
stolen fr~m them, including six laptops, charger cords, 80 euro in cash,
a Kindle, an iTouch, a cell phone and
headphones.
"I have asked stud ents to talk to
their parents about coverage," Robbie
Shackleford, HUF director, said. "HUF
does not have this type of coverage
for stud ents. W e h ave coverage for
the laptops that belonged to HUF.
W e are working on t his issue."
Harding lost three laptops, three
digital cameras, a video projector and
several exterior hard drives, according to
Shackleford. He said Kyle Thompson,

the assistant director, had finished his
Masters comp tests the night before
and the laptop he saved his work on
was stolen. Similarly, Shackleford's
wife , Mona, had her laptop stolen,
which contained the students' grades.
Most of the information was, however,
backed up on the server.
Shackleford said h e has filed a
report of stolen items with the police.
"It is very difficult to trace a theft
like this," Shackleford said. "They will
probably be sold on the black market."
Students were on a trip in N aples
wh en the robbery occurred . They
fo und out about the robbery on the
way back from their trip.
-SEE HUF PG. 2A

Harding students were
not in a jolly mood at the
start of this holiday season
as they tried in vain to access the Internet before the
Thanksgiving break.
Internet connection
across campus was slow and
oftentimes dead for students,
which affected their studies
in this work-heavy time at
the end of the semester.
"There was a two- day
period before break (Tuesday
and Wednesday), where
things were exceedingly
bad," said Keith Cronk,
vice president for Harding's
Information Systems and
Technology department.
"We discovered that one of
the packet-shaping devices
had reset itself to a much
lower setting. This effectively
throttled Internet access."
According to Cronk, the
packet shaping device, which
helps manage network traffic
for onli ne users, corrected
itself after a reboot.
'We still do not know why
it did this, but technology
is like that sometimes," said
Cronk. "It had never done
that before, nor since. But
that would go a long way to
explaining the worse performance on those two days."
But even with this correction, IS&T is still looking for
ways to improve connection
and speed. Harding's Internet
is provided through AT&T,
which gives the university
the amount of bandwidth,
the maximum speed of data
transfer for the Internet, it
has now. Cronk said t hat
Harding spoke with AT&T

to figure out a solution to
the slow connection before
Thanksgiving break. Harding's current bandwidth is
150 megabits per second
(mbps), but Cronk said he is
asking AT&T for 250 mbps.
"[AT&T] suggested a
number of things we could
do to try and improve our
bandwidth situation," Cronk
said. "The real answer is
still the need for more
bandwidth. They were not
able to give us a clear date
for the installation of the
additional bandwidth, other
t han mid-D ecember."
Cronk said a positive
solution that has worked
out were changes suggested
by AT&T to adjust some of
the Internet settings, which
made the settings higher
than the current bandwidth.
"We did this and started
to see that we were able to
access more than the 150
mbps," Cronk said.
Another solution IS&T
is looking at is to restrict
until January the usage of _
entertainment sites such as
Hulu and Netflix, which take
up a great deal of bandwidth
and therefore cause slower
access. IS&T has been in
talks with the SA about how
students might react to this
development.
"I talked t o t h e SA
about the current Internet
condition, and we decided
we were going to talk to as
many people as possible to
see if they would be ready
to give up Hulu [until January],"said senior Chris Ngu,
the SA's IT representative.
"Most of the p eople we
asked said they didn't care
and that they wanted to be
able to do homework."e
-SEE IS&T PG. 2A
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International tea tasting spices up Harding culture
by MICHELLE
MAKOOL
guest writer
The Multicultural Student
Action Committee hosted
an International Tea Tasting
on Thursday, Nov. 18, when
approximately 22 gallons of
tea were distributed to the
student body.
The event featured five
different types of teas that
were bought from a tea store
in Nashville, Tenn. Members
of the committee selected teas
from different areas around
the world: China Chai,
Honey Bush, Sweet Tea,
Ginger Peach and Mandarin
Chamomile.
"We chose the [teas J we
did because they just seemed
to offer a good variety of teas,
both local and international,"
Leah Crowder, president of
MSAC,said.
Because the committee
strives to expose the student
body to a variety of cultures,
Crowder said they thought
a tea tasting would be a way
to offer students flavors from
around the world.
"Tea is such an international

"It is good for
the mind and
the body."
-Leah Crowder
MSAC
president
beverage and a great way to
let students participate in a
small way with many different cultures," Crowder said.
One of the goals of the
tea tasting was to spread the
word about MSAC. ln order
to do this, the committee
ordered shirts to sell at the
booth.
"No culture can live if it
attempts to be exclusive" was
one of the quotes selected by
the committee to be displayed
on some of the shirts.
The other goal of the
committee was to provide
tea to the student body.
"One [main goal], is simply
to offer tea to the student
body because it is such a
universal and healthy drink,"
Crowder said. "It is good for
the mind and the body, and
we were hoping that a cup
of tea could brighten the day

photo by ASHEL PARSONS I Petit Jean
Seniors Katherine Mitchell and Calea Bakke visit a booth at the Nov. 18 International Tea Tasting.
of students who are stressed
and rushing about with tests
and other responsibilities."
Members of the committee were at the booth in

HU continues to spruce
up campus buildings
different location so that a lot of those items
are ready to come in as soon as the demolition
is finished at the beginning of the summer,"
Collins said.
Harding officials said this month that
The renovation of Stephens Residence
they will continue to spruce up campus with Hall seemed obvious, Collins said. All of the
a more modern look, one building at a time. buildings on the men's side, with the exception
Harding announced two major recon- ofAllen Hall, and all of the buildings on the
struction projects for this corning summer, women's side with the exception of Stephens
which include the renovation of Stephens have been reconstructed.
Residence Hall and an addition to the Ganus
"There's just a real need there," Collins
Athletic Center.
said. "It is the last of the older buildings on
Harding University's board of trustees campus that has not been renovated."
approved the two projects with the intent for
During the summer 2011, the Ganus
them to be completed before the beginning Athletic Center will also undergo some
of the 2011 fall semester.
changes, including a 21,000-square-foot
David Collins, vice president and dean of addition. According to the Harding press
students, said the renovation in Stephens will release, the new addition to the GAC will be
be very similar to that of Sears Hall, which constructed on the east side of the building
was renovated this past summer.
and will contain a locker room, weight room
According to a Harding press release, interior and meeting area for the football program
changes will include new decor in the lobby plus offices, classroo.ms and other facilities
areas, new color schemes and new plumbing for the school's athletic training program.
throughout the building.The exterior fas;ade
The cost of the renovations are expected
of the building will be changed to match the to reach $4 million for Stephens Residence
architectural look of surrounding buildings, Hall and $1.6 million for the Ganus Athletic
including the use of more energy-efficient Center.
windows. A new, pitched roofwill also replace
The two new projects, paired with the
the current flat roof, and a more efficient $4 million addition to the Mabee Business
heating and cooling system will be added.
Center already underway, will give Harding
Collins said the renovation of Stephens almost $10 million in renovated facilities by
Residence Hall has actually already begun.
the end of2011, according to the Harding
"We have begun building cabinets at a press release.

by GINA CIELO
student writer

order to offer students the
tea and talk with them about
theMSAC.
"I think the tea tasting was
a great idea to display aspects

is lost ," Dell said. "They're
j ust pictures, but they're also
memories, and we can't help
"When I found out about but feel like some of those are
the robbery, I couldn't believe lost now too. As much as the
it," sophomore Mallory Dell things we've lost hurt, I think
said. "W e were on our way that was the loss that carried
back to the villa from Naples the most weight."
and they announced it on the
Dell said she did not have
bus. They didn't have a lot of any possessions stolen, as she
details to give us."
was one of the seven female
Students and Shackleford students not living in the villa,
said the intangibles, pictures due to fire damages.
and the memories they repre"This is just one tiny part
sented, are probably the most in our HUF experience," Dell
significant loss.
said. "We do have memories,
"T h e majority of the we do have pictures, and
semester's docum entation it stinks that both of these

an event for the student body
to come together and build
gingerbread houses on Dec.
9. Contact Leah Crowder for
more information.

IS&T: Officials discuss connection
things are better over the next few days, we
may not have to do that. I guess you can say
we are in a holding pattern in that regard
to blocking certain sites. But if it means
that for the next couple of weeks students
were able to complete their academic work
with less disruption, then it is something
we would do."

CONTINUED FROM PG. 1A
With finals coming close and students
needing to access the Internet more and
more for studying, Cronk said that IS&T
is looking at restricting Hulu and Netflix
for the last few weeks of the semester if
the problems are not resolved.
"We want to wait and see if the changes
that have been implemented help to the
point where it is not necessary to block
sites like Hulu or Netflix," Cronk said. "If

NEWS EDITOR KYLIE AKINS
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT

Yes, cigarette butts are
litter. Each one releases
chemicals that
contaminate our water

HUF: Students face adversity
CONTINUED FROM
PG. 1A

of culture since food is one of
the greatest aspects of many
cultures," MSAC member
junior Andrea Ledesma said.
The MSAC is also planning

and may kill aquatic life.

tragedies have happened in
our last month at the villa,
but I don't think those are
the things we'll think about
when remembering HUF."
Students said they are taking the losses in stride.
"As a group we are looking
on the bright side; we are still all
together and safe," sophomore
Andrew Clavert said. "This
will leave a mark on our trip,
but the people that we have
on this trip intend not to let
it affect the overall outcome.
This was just another experience that has made our bonds
closer and tighter together."

Keep Arkansas clean.
Make it
SHINE.

MUSIC: Freshman enters contest
this into something."
However, Thomas said h e is keeping a
"The quality of his voice that he projects
level
head throughout all the hype of posis priceless," Warren said. "It's like no other.
sible
opportunities.
He has the potential to move forward . If
''I'm really blessed to have such an awesome
anything will get him to LA, it's his voice."
opportunity
come at me so fast," Thomas
The winner of the national competition will
"rThe
most
important thing for me is
said.
receive a free recording session at Firehouse
I've
always had God in my
to
stay
focused.
Recording Studios in L os Angeles. Thomas
said his skill for writing and his ability to life. And coming from Harding, I will be
play his music for the masses are his main represe nting the sch ool, God a nd who I
streng ths that will h opefully get him into am. So I must keep him first throughout
all of this. I think it's a long shot, but it's
the recording studio in L os Angeles.
still
exciting that there is a chance."
'Tm not the best instrumentalist; I'm not
The
top three national finalists will be
the best on guitar,"Thomas said. "But I do
announced
Monday, D ec. 6 at www.roc have a knack for writing a modern style of
music. That is my ticket to maybe turning kyourcampus.com .

CONTINUED FROM PG. 1A
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STAFF LIST
sarah kyle
editor in chief

kimberley kokernot
business manager

early kester
head copy editor

kylie akins
news editor

john mark adkison
sports editor

lauren bucher
features editor

jess ardrey
opinions editor

In the journalistic world, there is an expectation (whether followed or not) to be objective.
Your beliefs, prejudices and allegiances are to be checked at the door in order to provide a
fair and accurate reporting of the facts: who, what, when, where, why. I t is a journalist's task
to tell stories as if they were being read from a nonfiction book- but in 500 words or fewer.
The struggle Bison staffers have faced for some time (most likely since it was first
published) has been the balance of our collective Christian worldview with the essential
job description of a journalist: objectivity. Over the years, we have received the phone calls
or letters requesting a more "Christian''worldview in our stories. In this editorial, we would
like to state why we choose to maintain objectivity in news and feature stories.
While we cannot folly speak for the staffs that have come before us, this year's Bison staff
believes that the truth will set you free. We have often been asked, whether in class or in the
"real world," ifthe ideal ofjournalism can truly correlate with the ideal of Christianity. Our
answer is yes. The goal of Christianity is to spread the light of truth throughout our world;
likewise, the goal of journalism (though not always well-executed) is to report truthful,
factual information to be shared among the general public. To tell the truth, and nothing
but the truth, does not violate our Christian beliefs.
Do we have opinions about some of the things we cover? Of course we do. However,
it is our belief that we can do a cause, event or situation much more justice by remaining
objective and letting our readers draw their own conclusions.
After all, the truly good news does not need our slant: The glory of God shines through
the people we encounter and report on. It is simply our job to give them a voice and let
the truth shine on.

tiffany p . jones
web editor

Merry Christmas,
The 2010 Bison editorial staff

jon yoder
head photographer

caleb rummel
photographer

henrique ruiz
graphic designer

ashley rosenbaum

Women Argue Dating Roles:

asst. news editor

aerial whiting

Big Man In Charge

Grab the Reins

on'tyou love going home and
megan youngblood
getting asked, "Why aren't
you dating anyone?"When
I was single I thought to myself, ''I'll
never ask a guy out, so why are you
asking me?" I was raised with the idea
that it is the guy's responsibility to
make the moves. Boys have it easy.
He finds a girl he is interested in
and asks her out. What is so hard
about that? Who cares if you get This begins the big debate on who
rejected? Pick yourself up and try should pay. Step No. 3 is do not allow
again. A girl likes a guy, then what? me to paywhenever I politely offer
She must balance getting the guy to pay for my half of the ticket. If
to notice her and not appearing a guy were to let me pay on a first
desperate. It is difficult to get a guy date, chances are that there would
to realize that you like him without not be a second date. It is not about
making the first move. I challenge the money; it is about finding a
the guys to man up and make the gentleman who knows how to treat
move you have been dying to make. a lady. Only after dating awhile is
Do not let the fear of rejection keep it acceptable for the girl to take the
you from asking out the girl ofyour guy out every now and then.
dreams . In all
Step No. 4 is
honesty, most girls
do not forget how
will give any guy It's important
to be a gentleman
at least one date.
just because your
for
the
guy
to
The man should
rel ation ship is
always take the consider the girl's
now "Facebook
role as the "head"
official."
I expect
wants and needs
ofthe relationship.
th e girl and the
It is important for when making a
guy to treat each
the guy to consider
o th er with t he
choice
so
that
she
the girl's wants and
respect that any
needs when making can trust him to
person deserves
a choice so that
in a relationship.
she can trust him make decisions
Anoth er
to make decisions that will benefit
important
aspect
that will benefit
of a successful
both
of
them.
both of them .
relationship is the
The girl needs to
idea ofservanthood.
allow the guy to "wear the pants"
While the guy fills the role of the
in the relationship. Communication
and the willingness to compromise leader as well as a servant in the
relationship, the girl fills the role
for each other is a major part of a
of the encourager and servant. The
successfol relationship.
Once you get past the "scary" step girl should not be expected to do
of asking a girl out or the difficult everything for the guy. The couple
process of trying to get a guy to ask has to be able to serve each other
you out, then comes the first date. with a willing heart. The girl should
G uys: Step No. 1 is for you to get be supportive of her guy's decisions
out ofyour car, walk to my doorstep and be eager to encourage him.
and knock. If you honk at me, the What it comes down to is that the
love you have for your significant
date is over.
Step No. 2 is for you to open my other should make you want to serve
them in any way you can.
car door for me. Yes, I can open it
myself; however, opening my door
MEGAN YOUNGBLOOD
is just one sign that the guy is a
is
a guest contributor for
gentleman.
Now the date begins. W e are the Bison. She may be
having a great time talking and contacted at
laughing, but then the bill comes. myoungbl@harding.edu

been sitting over there for 45 minutes
waiting for you to come and talk to
me. But I'm tired now, and I have to
go home ... and I couldn't sit there
anymore waiting for you." Ofcourse,
Will then introduces himself, they
shake hands, laugh at a few jokes,
and look at that! The spark of a
new friendship. Skylar even goes so
far as to offer her number and an
at is dating? Is it invitation to get coffee sometime.
he traditional idea of
For many, Skylar's initiative may
waiting for that cute seem too boid or straightforward. But
boy to ask you out to dinner? Or guys shouldn't have to be the only
is it a more modern-type story of ones to make themselves vulnerable to
sharing a few drinks
rejection. I know
at a bar? Personally,
there are many
I'm not a huge fan If you ask me,
guys, just like
of either of these.
the handsome
these roles seem
Sure, I'm a sucker
Will Hunting,
who wouldn't
for some good old- a little antiquated,
mind switching
fashioned courtship.
not to mention a
And I agree with my
up the traditional
grandma when she little boring.
roles every once
says that a boy should
in a while. And
have to "prove his
I know plenty
worthiness." But shouldn't this go of confident girls who could pull
both ways? Are we girls supposed off a move like Skylar's and make
to wait around for our crush to ask it seem like a piece of cake.
us to dinner, and boys supposed to
And even for all of you who are
stress about deciding the appropriate past the initial dating scene and
number of dates before going for already in a serious relationship
that first kiss at the door? If you (this is Harding, after all) - let go
ask me, these roles seem a l ittle ofyour ordinary and expected roles.
antiquated, not to mention a little I enjoy taking my boyfriend out on
boring. Specific gender roles have surprise dates every once in a while
governed our society for years, (even if he is the one driving), or
and while certain aspects are still treating him to the movie he's been
significant, perhaps others are due dying to see. I know plenty of guys
for some updates.
who definitely wouldn't mind that
Rem emb er that fabulous bar either. Especially with the security
scene in the movie "Good Will and comfort of already being in a
Hunting," when Will and Skylar relationship, it becomes pretty easy to
first meet? Chuckie, played by Ben step outside the confining boundaries
Affiek, decides to pick up on a pretty of conservative gender roles.
med student named Skylar at the
College is the prime time to meet
local bar. Typical. But when he runs new people, spark new friendships
into trouble with that know- it- all and enjoy plenty of dates before
grad student, his good friend Will you are thrown into the world of
(Matt Damon) comes to the rescue. jobs, taxes and marriage. So why
With his unusual intelligence and not shake things up a bit? D on't
quick tongue, Will dominates the settle into that gender- specific,
argument hands-down. Needless to outdated convention of dating say, it was impressive. But despite make your own! Take risks, be bold
all of his ge nius, Will failed to and have fun!
recognize the impression he had left
on that pretty grad student sitting KIMBERLY NUDELMAN
at the bar. Later that night, Skylar is a guest contributor for
approaches Will and smoothly defies the Bison. She may be
conventional dating expectations. contacted at knudelma@
"You're an idiot,'' she says. "I've harding.edu

asst. copy editor

arianna hurst
generalist

katie ramirez
faculty adviser

GUEST
WRITERS
gina cielo
russ gray
gary griffin
amanda hou rt
janet orgain
michael claxton
cheri yecke
megan youngblood
kimberly nudelman
michelle makool
alex mcclain
abbie adkison
At the Bison, it is our goal to
serve the Harding University
student body with integrity, truth
and open ears. However, we
believe that meeting that goal is
a two-way street between our
staff and the public it serves.
We pledge to keep our eyes and
ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in
return, that community will be an
interactive audience, sharing its
stories with us. We also pledge
to do the basics: report accurate
and relevant information, check
our facts, and share them in a
professional, integrable manner.
If you have any story ideas,
questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, please
e-mail Sarah Kyle,
the editor in chief, at
skyle@harding.edu.

"The Bison (USPS 577-660) is
published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage
paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143.
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to The Bison, Harding
University 11192, SEARCY AR

72149-0001"
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jess ardrey

Stuff
arding

·ds Like
Harry Potter

H

arry Potter.
Doesn't sound like the name
ofa hero, does it? Heroes have
names like Aragorn, Luke Skywalker
and Conan O'Brien.
It doesn't sound like the name
of a person who would sword fight
a basilisk or battle the Dark Lord. It
sounds like the name of a person who
wears glasses and lives in a cupboard
under the stairs.
And yet, that name-that glorious,
beautiful name -will remain in the
Chambers of Secrets, I mean, of our
hearts, forever and ever, amen. It is
that name that unifies people all over
the world. It is the name of an old
friend. It is the name of a conqueror.
Come on, the guy's everywhere.
He's in books, movies, on TV and
online.The books have been translated
into 67 languages, and, because the
French are so impatient, the fifth book
became their first English bestseller
when fans decided they couldn't wait
for the French publication.
Let's face it: Harry Potter changed
our lives. He made reading cool, nonsuperhero-related capes somewhat
pen that continues to stir the heart.
his is the time ofyear when
While cultural
acceptable and allowed people to
Set to music in 1872, his words
we hear Christmas music
think that maybe magic wasn't so
describe the intense despondency
on the radio, in the mall and
literacy wanes
that had consumed him for years:
dorky after all.
in school concerts. Unfortunately,
for some,
"And in despair I bowed my head.
So I was at the zoo.I wandered into attempts to meet the mandates of
There is no 'peace on earth' I said. For
the reptile house to catch a glimpse at political correctness have resulted in
others know
hate is stromg and mocks the song
some of my more venomous friends less airtime for traditional selections.
that powerful
of peace on earth, goodwill to men."
(besides those in junior high).
"Away in a Manger" and "It Came
There was a trio ofguys looking at Upon a Midnight Clear" have
These sentiments that grew from
messages can be
a giant python, which I'm sure was its been replaced by such insipid fare
his personal tragedies are followed
found in the old
scientific name. One ofthem started as "Grandma Got Run Over by a contain sentiments that reveal their
in the next verse with words that
making hissing noises at the snake, Reindeer" or festive but somewhat historical context. For example, "O
celebrate
his victory over hopelessness:
favorites.
then shrugged and said, "What, you meaningless songs such as "Rocking Holy Night" was written in 1847
"Then pealed the bells more loud and
didn't know I speak Parseltongue?" Around the ChristmasTree."While as the abolitionist movement was king is lifting his servant's burden deep: 'God is not dead nor does he
One of the friends burst into cultural literacy wanes for some, growing. In the third verse this song by breaking a path for him. On one sleep.'The wrong shall fail, the right
laughter. The other just stared at others know that powerful messages proclaims: "Chains shall he break, hand, the carol presents a lesson on prevail, with peace on earth, goodwill
for the slave is our brother, and in caring for the poor; however, on a to men."This is a powerful message
him blankly.
can be found in the old favorites.
his
name all oppression shall cease." higher plane it hearkens to another of hope over despair, of faith over
The pranking Parselmouth looked
At a very basic level, even the most
Other carols are biographical in King who will help us on life's journey doubt, ofjoy over sorrow. Longfellow
at the somber friend and said,"Harry common lyrics can prompt semantic
revealed a renewed belief that good
Potter?"
discussions. For example: is it "God nature. "Good King Wenceslas" is if we tread in his footsteps.
will
ultimately triumph over evil
The unsmiling one continued rest ye, merry gentlemen" or "God based upon a historical figure that
Another carol influenced by
to stare.
rest ye merry, gentlemen?" With ruled Bohemia in the 10th century biographical events is "I Heard the and that his faith has been restored.
The other two rolled their eye~ a simple m ove of the comma the and conveys how this virtuous ruler Bells on Christmas Day." After
While Christmas carols are
in a who-is-this-guy fashion. The former indicates that the gentlemen risked a bitter winter storm to rescue
traditionally
sung only during this
losing his wife in a tragic accident in
Parselmouth then said, "Seriously, are happy, while the latter implies an impoverished peasant. The king
time of thr year, the messages their
1861, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
bro. Where's your culture?"
that it is the "rest" that is joyful. was accompanied on his mission fell into a deep despair. His journal lyrics convey are timeless. After
I was awestruck.
A more profound discussion can by a young servant who begins to entries on Christmas Day that year undergoing a transformation of his
At one point in time, a literary arise from the lyrics in the first succumb to the elements: "Sire, the
and the next expressed his profound heart, the perennial Christmas villain
joke would have meant certain swirly. verse of Silent Night: "Round yon night is darker now I and the wind
Ebenezer Scrooge proclaimed: "I
sadness: "How inexplicably sad are all
But now? Now the kid who skipped virgin, mother and child." By one blows stronger. Fails, my heart, I holidays," and "A 'merry Christmas' will honor Christmas in my heart
the books looked like a nerd.
interpretation these words could know not how, I can go no longer." say the children, but there is no more and try to keep it all the year."May
The good king tells his servant
that be said of us all.
The same is true at Hog-, I mean refer to two people - "mother and
for me."Then in 1863, Longfellow's
Harding. Most students have read child" - but on a deeper level they to proceed in the snowy ground by son was seriously wounded during a
the books and/or seen the movies.
can also be seen as a description of stepping into his footsteps: "Mark Civil War battle.That year, his journal
CHERI YECKE is a guest
It's a sort ofbonding mechanism. Mary's role in the divine nature of my footsteps, my good page; tread
is altogether silent on Christmas day. contributor for the Bison.
All boundaries bite the dust when the Jesus' conception: Mary herself was thou in them boldly. Thou shalt find
However, on Dec. 24, 1864, a She may be contacted at
the winter's rage freeze thy blood
topic of HP comes around. We grew both "mother and child."
poem
emerged from Longfellow's cyecke@harding.edu
up with Harry. We were there when
Christmas carols also often less coldly."The imagery is clear: The
he met Dobby.V\fe were there when
Voldemort returned. We laughed with
Fred and George. We hated Dolores
Umbridge.
Harry Potter is the great equalizer.
He's the trump. For example, in one
not quite right, and I was still reading when the
michael claxton
h, my son will be glad to do it."That's
class, the two boys next to me had a
midnight bell sounded and the place turned into
what my mother told the woman at
drawing contest.They drew opposing
the New York Stock Exchange.
our hometown bookstore, who was
sides of a war and I chose the winner. thrilled to have a volunteer and happily added my
Of course, it had been silly of me to expect any
One guy drew helicopters, barbed name to the schedule. What I would be glad to
less ~ta pop culture slam, but one little girl restored
wire and George Washington. The do, Mom later informed me, was give a dramatic
my faith in decorum. Bless her heart, she sat there
other's drawing included catapults, reading from the last chapter of"Harry Potter and
in the front row, Hermione-fashion in robe and
StonewallJackson and the Elder Wand. the Half-Blood Prince" at a midnight release party
necktie, raptly listening to every word I read, no
Harry Potter always wins.
for the final volume ofJ. K. Rowling's megahit
doubt having pored over them herself six or seven
Similarly, I would like to award series. "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows"
times.A patient, polite bookworm - no cell-phone
10 points to Gryffindor to the hit the shelves at the stroke of past-my-bedtime
So our band of friends
in sight, blissfully unaware of the noise around her.
Knights social club for the striking on July 21, 2007, and the entire town of Conyers,
So I finished reading "The Half-Blood Prince"
must destroy an evil
resemblance their symbol bears to Ga., was invited to celebrate the magic.
for her, slightly bungling the name of Minister of
the Deathly Hallows.
wizard's jewelry before it Magic Rufus Scrimgeour, but still reveling in our
I was told to be at the bookstore before 11:30,
So this is the part where I offer you when I would read the concluding pages of Book
little secret that reading out loud was fun.
drives them all mad.
some advice, you thank me graciously Six, finishing moments before the assembled
Last week I went to see "HP and the Deathly
and then reward me with something fans could legally purchase Book the Seventh. I
Hallows: Part One."As the young wizards gear up
Et tu, Frodo?
awesome.
for the final confrontation with Lord Voldemort,
practiced for days, calling my nieces for tips on
Let's just say you're a freshman and how to pronounce characters' names, since I myself
I arrived to find the bookstore packed way past they must seek out seven places where old no-nose
you're not quite the social butterfly had only managed to make it through "Harry the point at which the local fire marshal would has hidden pieces of his soul. I felt sure one such
you expected to be by the end ofyour Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone." Incidentally, the have approved. Fans of all ages crowded the aisles, hiding place would in a bucket of KFC, but all
first semester. Big pond and all that Edinburgh native author originally used the more spilling out into the parking lot. Most came in they can find is a locket. So our band of friends
jazz. Just walk into the Stu, jump erudite-sounding term "Philosopher's Stone,"but costume, and the store was awash in little Harrys, must destroy an evil wizard's jewelry before it
up on a table and exclaim, "Expecto the title was changed for the U.S. release, upon the Hermiones, Hagrids, Snapes, elves and one rather drives them all mad. Et tu, Frodo? This phase of
Patronum!"
assumption, I'm guessing, that Americans wouldn't confused chap from Mississippi dressed as Admiral the epic scavenger hunt ends with Voldo finding
If the charm works and you stand for reading about philosophy AND geology Ackbar. The younger kids were giddily waiting the wand-to-end-all-wands, leaving viewers eager
somehow produce a silvery apparition in one book.
to buy the new book, while the older kids were to apparate right to Part the Second.
of an animal that most reflects your
It was certainly more exciting than the other
At any rate,I honed my reading voice and prepared just there because everything else in Conyers was
inner self, you'll have more friends to narrate the sad conclusion of"The Half-Blood closed. I spotted a couple of them smooching in movie my family wanted to rent during the
than Bertie Bott has flavors.
Prince." I practiced the sonorous tones necessary the Harlequin section.
holidays - "Eat, Pray, Love" - which was like
Ifit doesn't work, well, better luck to dramatize the funeral of Hogwarts Headmaster
Amidst the chaotic din ofcostume contests, trivia watching a two-hour fortune cookie. A bit like
next semester.
Albus Dumbledore and prepared appropriately quizzes, door prizes and the roar of the Smoothie Harry Potter,Julia Roberts goes all over the world
You're welcome for the advice. I somber facial expressions. I tried not to draw on blender, I was given a robe and introduced as a in search of her own soul. She finds it in a plate
will now accept gifts in the form of my ovm experiences attending Southern funerals, college professor who was going to read.I began my of spaghetti and a toothless Balinese wizard, who
tickets to the Wizarding World of lest I be tempted to inject the phrase, "Don't he well-rehearsed narrative moments before midnight repeats around 6,000 proverbs about love. But at
Harry Potter.
look natural?" into the text. In my mind, I was ready but soon realized that no one was listening. The least he has a nose. And, one can only hope, there
to dazzle the crowd, to whip these sequel-hungry store phone rang constantly, text messages flew like won't be a sequel. Expecto Patronus! Or, Calgon,
JESS ARDREY serves
masses into such a literary frenzy that they would Qyidditch balls, mothers were ripping out checks take me away!
make me an honorary member of the Order of in readiness for the buying melee, Smoothies were
as opinions editor for
the Phoenix on the spot. I imagined delivering an loudly made and more loudly slurped. I felt like MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
the Bison. She may be
epic performance to a hushed, spellbound crowd. tiny Professor Flitwick waving my arms to be heard contributor for the Bison. He may be
contacted at jardrey@
Somehow, it didn't turn out quite that way.
above the noise. As it turned out, the timing was contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu
harding.edu
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Bison football season ends with
triumph over North Alabama Lions 29-28
by RUSS GRAY

student writer

Chaser,
Beater,
or

Seeker?
I know what you'r e probably thi nking : Oh nuts,
not the sp orts column too.
Haven't we had enough of
this Harry Potter hoopla and
all the nerds with lightningbolt scars Sharpied on their
foreheads? And my answer
is: never.
Whi c h brings me t o
this week's topic of While
W a rmin g th e Bench :
Quidditch. And when I
say ~idditch, I mean the
real, not-in-the-books-butactually-played ~idditch.
While the players may not
be zooming arou nd in the
air on brooms, this game has
been made into a real sport
real people can play, with
all of the rules the same as
they are in the books.
It is a sport that is sweeping across t he nation (pun
intended).
For those not familiar with
the book series, C2.!iidditch
is a complex sport in which
the Chasers try to shoot the
Q1affie (or a volleyball) into
one of t hree hoops, which
are guarded by the Keeper.
The Chasers must avoid the
Bludgers (kickballs), which
are hurled at them by two
players called Beaters. If a
player is hit by a Bludger,
he or she must freeze and
drop the ball. M eanwhile,
each team has a player called
the Seeker, whose job it is to
grab the Golden Snitch. In
the book series, the Snitch
is a golf-ball-sized golden
ball with wings and blinding
speed . In real life, it is a
cross-country runner decked
out in gold holding a small
ball who runs around the field
getting the crowd excited .
And did I mention th at
all players must play while
clutching brooms between
their legs (no n - m ag ical
players unfo rtunately still
have to run on the ground)?
"Ground C2.!iidditch," as
it's been called , began in
2005 at Middlebury C ollege in Vermo nt and h as
grown th rou g h out N ew
England college campuses
and is spreading to hig h
schools and other countries.
This sport even has its own
governing body, known as
the International 011idditch
A ssociation (IQ£\.), and it is
seeking to become legitimately
recognized by t he N ational
C ollegiate Athletic Association (NCA A).
Recently, the IQ£\. just had
its fourth annual 011dditch
W orld Cup tournament in
N ew York City. It garnered
media attention from TIME.
co m , C NN and Con a n
O 'Brien.
So even if you're not a
fa n of H arry Po tter and
lightning-bolt shaped Sharpie
scars, this sport does sound
like a potentially awesome,
potentially brutal, potentially
hilarious sport that is sure
to draw a crowd.
JOHN MARK ADKISON
serves as the sports
editor for the 20102011 Bison. He may
be contacted at
jadkiso1@harding.edu
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The Harding University
Bison football team defeated
the 15th nationally ranked
North Alabama Lions 29
to 28 in an upset game with
a last-minute touchdown.
This was possible thanks
to a 22-yard touchdown pass
from Josh Powell to Jordan
Watson in the remaining 45
seconds of game play.
"W e have a really good
footb all team," head coach
Ronnie Huckeba said. "We
feel that we are just as good
as any other team in the
conference."
The Bisons wanted to
finish the season the right
way, Huckeba said, adding
that the Bisons faced a lot of
adversity against a team with
one of the toughest defenses
they have faced all season.
'This victory gave Harding
threestraightwinsovernationally ranked teams for the first
time since 1997. Harding also
defeated Delta State, ranked
12th, and Ouachita Baptist,
ranked 20th this season.
"\ Ve are indebted to this
senior class," Huckeba said.
"They really helped establish
a great culture ofhard work,
accountability and love amongst
the members of this team."

photo courtesy of HU Sports Information
Senior defensive linebacker John lkahihifo clutches onto an opponent in the Bisons' final game of
the season.
The 22-yard touchdown
pass to senior wide reciever
Jordan Watson also put
Watson over 2,000 reception yards for his career at
Harding, now the fourth
receiver in Bison history to
go over 2,000 receiving yards
in a career.
"The Bisons led the nation
in sacks within the NCAA
Division II," Huckeba said.

The Bisons were close to
leading the nation overall
in sacks as well.
The Bison defense broke
the school record on sacks
with 43 total sacks for the
season, four of which they
got during the game against
North Alabama.
Sophomore defensive line
Josh Aldridge accounted for
three tackles for loss, two of

which were sacks, and t\iVO
forced fu mbles.
"This h as been a special
group with a special bond,"
Huckeba said. "For it to end
with us realizing how good
of a football team we have
is very bittersweet."
This was the last game for
15 seniors on the team and
the last game fo r H arding
Bisons football team in the

G ulf South Conference, as
Harding will become a member of the Great American
Conference next season.
The new conference will
not feature North Alabama,
so this was the last time the
Bisons would be seeing the
Lions for conference games.
The Lions' defeat gave the
Bi sons a great fi nish t o a
great season.

Cross-country coach receives GSC award
by GARY GRIFFIN
student writer
Harding University cross
country head coach Steve
Guymon received the GSC
men's cross country coach of
the year award on Tuesday, Nov.
9. Coach Guymon has been
coaching at Harding for nine
years, and eight of those years
he has received this award.
"I have been extremely
blessed in the nine years I have
been here with a great group
of young athletes," Guymon
said. Guymoris team earned its
third straight conference title,
and 10th in the last 11 seasons.
Harding enters the NCAA

postseason ranked No.1 in the
Division II South Region and
No. 10 in the nation.
''I am honored to receive this
award, but I am also humbled
in knowing that it is my team
that push themselves each and
every race and it is them that
make me look good. I get
a bigger reward when I see
the kids after a performance
and the excitement they get
from their accomplishments,"
Guymon said.
Besides winning numerous
races as a team, there are many
individual runners who have
been acknowledged and given
awards for their accomplishments. Junior runner Daniel
Kirwa, junior Philip Biwott,

senior Wojciech Kopec and
sophomore Naomi Landecker
are just a few runners who have
received awards this season.
Guymon said he has continued to build on the strong
tradition of Harding crosscountry and track, directing
the Bison cross-country team
to six of the last seven GSC
championships and NCAA II
South Region championships.
Harding won both titles in
2008.
Under Guymon, H arding's
men have placed in the national
top 10 five times, including a
third-place finish in 2003 and
a sixth-place finish last season.
The Lady Bisons have five GSC
championships in G uymon's

seven years, two NCAA South
Region titles and four top-10
national finishes. Guymon's
cross-country athletes have
earned 26 All-America honors
since he has been a coach at
Harding.
'When you have leaders and
runners like D aniel Kirwa and
Philip Biwott, it makes myjob
seem so easy. I am so proud of
every one of my runners this
season," G uymon said.
G uymon and his teams
have N CAA South Region
Championships in Huntsville,
Ala., this Saturday and the
top two teams from that race
will move on to the NCAA
N ational Championships on
Dec. 4 in Louisville, Ky.

"I get a bigger reward
when I see the
kids after a
performance
and the excitement they
get from their
accomplishments."
-Steve
Guymon
cross country
coach

HU: Apocalypse flies high in tournament
by ARIANNA HURST
staff generalist
C OLU MBIA, M o. - Th e
Harding University men's ultimate
Frisbee team, Apocalypse, played
in a tournament on Saturday, Nov.
13 and Sunday Nov. 14 against
seve ral sc hools fro m across th e
country. The team won its pool on
Saturday and was ush ered into a
championship bracket on Sunday,
but it was defeated 13-6 by Colorado
University at Boulder.
On Sat urday, Apocalypse triumphed over Colorado at Boulder by
a score of ll- 3 and defeated Loyola
Chicago 11 - 4 and Wi scon sin Milwaukee 11- 8.
Playe rs said th e t ournam e nt
w as very tough and they played
against much larger schools, but
the competition helped them make
strong improvements as a team.
"D espite some long, hard-fought
losses, th e team played well as a
unit and gain ed a lot of chemist ry
that will help [us] be a better competitor in upcoming tournaments,"
sophomore cutter Nick D oores said.
The team is independently funded
and prides itself in competing against
impressive Division I sch ools such
as Kansas, Missouri, Emory, Towson
and Mississippi State, all of which
they beat earlier this fall .

"Even though we are a small
school with out a hu ge pool of
g uys to choose from, Harding h as
always b een very good at bucking
(long throws of 50 yards or more),"
captain Ryan Rummage said. "We
h ave ve ry fas t and ath letic guys
who can out jump most guys that
we play. W e try to keep our offense
free fl.owing with fast game play and
a long bomb every now and then."
So ph o m o re cutter T uc ke r
Bankston said A p ocalyp se fea tures a diverse group of men who
represent different social clubs on
campus, but the team is a strong
"brotherhood."
There are several capable players: Captains and veterans include
h andler Taren Goins and cutter
Tyler Samuels.
"Not only th eir athletic skills,
but their lead ership skills h ave
photo by SHAUNA CRESSY! Apocalypse
really helped the team so far this
Junior Taren Goins flies high for the zooming frisbee in an
season," Rumm age said.
The team has also welcomed 13 ultimate Frisbee tournament in Columbia, Mo.
new freshmen, seven of which are
starting players; they offer great of Arkansas. A subsequent goal is be relentless. W e want to shut down
energy and really keep the games to qualify for the U SA Ultimate the man th at we're gu arding by
D ivision I II national tournament. staying all over him and providing
upbeat.
"We have three theme words for layo ut D 's [defense] if necessary.
Tourn aments are divided into
sectionals, regionals and nation- this season: efficient, relentless and If we have fun and make it look
als. Apocalypse hopes to proceed swag," Rum mage said. "W e strive pretty, we will have a great season."
Ultimate Frisbee is a year-round
to college regio nals next season. to make our offense efficient. Just
Regional opponents will include like football, you have to be smart, sp ort; Apocalypse's next tournalarger universities like Texas A&.M, especially when we're close to the ment will be held D ec. 4- 5 on the
University of Texas and University end zone. W e want our defense to Harding campus.
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Lady Bisons start season 3-3
by ALEXANDRA
MCCLAIN
guest writer
The Lady Bison basketball
team began their season last
month, sitting 3-3 so far.
In its first few weeks of
games, Harding defeated
Central Baptist College
81-46, Lambuth University
82-39 and the University of
West Georgia 66-46. They
lost to Lipscomb University
6 7- 72, Benedict College
40-41 and the University
of West Alabama 58-'64.
"We're playing a lot of
good girls right now," Lady
Bisons head, coach Tim
Kirby said.
Junior guard Sierra Rollins
is leading the Lady Bisons in
scoring this season, averaging less than 13 points per
game through the first five
with junior forward Cherilyn
McMenamy contributing near
10 with both hitting near
50 percent from the field.
Kirby sa id the Lady
Bisons are imp roving with

every game.
"We are playing a very
tough nonconference schedule
that hopefully will help us
get ready for a Gulf South
Conference schedule th at
includes the top two teams
in the nation," Kirby said.
The Lady Statesmen of
Delta State, was ranked No.
1 by the USA Today/ESPN
Division II poll .
The Lady Bisons have
several more weeks of
nonconference play before
the GSC opener against'
the Ouachita Bap~ist Lady
Tigers on Jan. 8.
The Lady Bisons end
the semester with a threegame home stand . They
play home games against
Ecclesia College on Dec. 11,
followed by games against
the University of Alabama
in Huntsville and the University of North Alabama
on Dec. 17 and 18.
Each home game begins
at 5:30 p.m., and Kirby said
the L ady Bisons hope to see
photo by JON YODER I The Bison
a good crowd turn out from The Lady Bisons get prepped by head coach
the student body.
Kirby in their game against Central Baptist.

Harding to be member of
Great American Conference
by JOHN MARK
ADKISON
sports editor
Next season, Harding
University's athletics programs will no longer play in
the G ulf South Conference;
instead they will become a
member of the newly dubbed
Great American Conference.
Harding began discussions
to change conferences this
past summer, but the formal
announcement to join the
league was made last week
on Tuesday, Nov. 23.
"Much of the impetus for
the new league, according
to the CEOs, was to bring
together institutions with
similar athletic and academic
profiles as well as those in
geographic proximity to lessen
travel costs and missed class

time for student-athletes,"
said Scott Goode, Harding's
sports information director.
Along with Harding, the
Great American Conference
will contain eight other institutions, five from Arkansas
and three from Oklahoma.
"One change that people
will notice is that it is possible
that Harding and the Great
American Conference will
be in a new region," Goode
said. "Currently, Harding and
the Gulf South Conference
are in the NCAA II South
Region, which also includes
the Sunshine State Conference
and the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
Because the regions are
aligned based on geography,
it is likely that Harding will
be in a different region in the
new conference. It is also
possible that the NCAA

will have to readjust all the of student athletes being
regions to accommodate the recruited," Kirby said.
new conference."
While Harding will now
The conference's name was be facing off against new
also announced on Tuesday, opponents, the Bisons will
Nov. 23. In a joint state- still be seeing many of the
ment made by the member same faces.
"I am most excited that
institutions' presidents and
chancellors, as reported by we will still maintain our
Harding's Sports Informa- traditional rivalries with the
tion, the conference's name five other Arkansas schools,"
was chosen to "reflect the Goode said.
diversity of the league's
Another special difference
geographic regions, from in this new conference is
th e Mississippi Delta of who will be the conference
southeast Arkansas to the president, and it is none
plains ofwestern Oklahoma." other than Harding's own
Women's basketball head president, Dr. David Burks.
coach Tim Kirby said he was
"This is the start of an
excited for the change in exciting and promising era
scenery and the conference's of athletic competition for
our member institutions,"
new name.
"I think the Great Burks said. "It's a win for the
American Conference has institutions, for our athletic
a good sound to it and one programs, our students and
that will attract the attention our alumni."

The Bison

Women's rugby
plays in tourney
by ASHLEY
ROSENBAUM
asst. news editor
The women's rugby team
which became a reality at the
beginning ofthe year, competed
in the Ozark Tournament in
Little Rock, Ark, on Nov. 13
and 14.
The team has had its
struggles while beginning a
new team and is working on
becoming closer as a team as
it begins to compete, members
said. They are currently holding
practices with the Little Rock
ladies rugby team.
The team captain, sophomore Kelsey DeShazo, said
the tournament served as a
learning experience.
"We played two games on
Saturday and one on Sunday,"
DeShazo said 'We lost all three,
but we learned so much. We
played other teams that had
been together for years. The
otherteamsatthetouman1ent
said they were very impressed
with us for it being our first
game."
DeShazo said that freshmen Beth Gibbons and Alison
Berry had the idea of starting
the team and that it has been
a challenge to keep it going.
"We struggled with finding a place to practice since
there are so many other teams
practicing on the fields, "
D eShazo said. "We struggled
with finding a coach who
could help us. We struggled
with finding enough balls to
practice with. We struggled
with fundraising and paying
for the things necessary to play.
However, all cf these things
have worked out."
DeShazo said the biggest
challenge h as been figuring
out what direction the team
should go in.
"We tried for a while to
make a Harding team without
teaming up with anyone, but
we had to make a decision if
we wanted to play this coming season," DeShazo said.

"It was a very hard decision
because we did lose a couple
girls because of it, but overall
I think it is best for the team.
There have definitely been
challenges along the way, but
I know that all this will be
worth it and God will bless
our efforts."
Sophomore and manager
Chelsea Holmes said playing
rugby has brought new opportunities for girls at Harding.
''I think that havingwomeris
rugby at Harding is great,"
Holmes said. "It allows girls to
be involved in a family-oriented
sport and meet people from
all over the South."
Freshman Elyssa Gastellum said she had been looking
for a sport to play in college
and is glad the rugby team
got started.
"I love being a part of the
team," Gastellum said." I am
so glad that I was able to find
another team and sport to be
a part of"
Sophomore Roxa nne
Moaveni said the team is
thriving but still needs help
from others in the Harding
community.
"Unfortunately, the one
thing we truly need to change
about our team is support,"
Moaveni said. "We need
sponsors. Plain as that. Rugby
equipment is expensive and, so
is transportation, yet thankfully,
our girls love rugby so much
that everything comes out of
their own pockets."
Moaveni said the girls on
the team are dedicated and
are doing their best to learn.
''I'd like to see our rugby
team keep striving for excellence in everything,"Moaveni
said. "Everyone starts off as
beginners; no one is born
clutchi ng a rug by ball. It's
up to you whether or not
you'll let the fact that you're
a newbie discourage you. I
pray that these girls never lose
that determination to succeed
and win a tournament one
day, knowing that they never
gave up."

In need of a Denzel speech?
It's one of those tig ht
games. Emotions are high;
the tension is in the air and
any other cliche you can think
up. It 's just a high school
soccer game, but it's become
something like the world cup
for my small town. IfI looked
hard enough at the sideline
I probably would have seen
D enzel Washirtgton, in his
Titans coaching outfit, about
to give some kind ofbeautifol
speech. And my team was
in need of a Denzel speech.
I was shoulder-to-shoulder
with this girl when the ball
came flying through the air
toward us. We both jumped
to head it to one of our own
players. W e took off from the
ground, still attach ed at the
shoulder, floating in the air

Abbie Adkison

Guest

Space

for a split second of eternity.
The ball came, we reached
and .. . we both missed. The
ball fell to the ground and
the play resumed. No big
deal, slightly embarrassing,
but no big deal. Well, I guess
I was wrong to assume.
Within minutes my coach
had me offthe field and sitting
on the frigid bench. Then at
least 10 minutes tick by and
my coach still hadn't looked
at me, which was like a slow
death considering how big

the game was, the crowd,
me being a senior and how
t he bench had completely
given my entire lower body
frost bite.
''Adkison!" my head popped
to attention as my coach turned
to face me. My coach walked
over to me and, despite being
small, was quite intimidating,
mainly because of her excellent screaming voice. I was
sort of hoping for a Denzel
speech in all truth. Instead
she grabbed the front of my
jersey, yanked me to her eye
level and yelled in my face,
"You have to swear to make
every single air ball or I'm
taking you out of the game
for good!" I j ust gawked at
h er. I sat down hard, not
saying anything, knowing

that ifI went onto that field
and didn't play to perfection
I'd be even more humiliated.
Not a Denzel speech at all.
Have you ever felt like God
can be that way sometimes?
Like he grabs you by the
jersey and demands perfecti on out on the field oflife?
It's a pretty warped idea of
God, really. But I feel like
there are people who believe
that God has put the weight
of our eternity on our own
shoulders, when really it is
God carrying our cross for
us. The beauty about God
is that he doesn't demand
perfection; he simply loves
us. Like Romans 9:16 says,"It
does not therefore depend on
man's desire or effort, but on
God 's mercy."
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Harding Place
trims trees for
foster children

'Hallows' maintains Potter legac
of cinematic excellence
by SARAH JANE
KYLE
editor in chief
It was with much
a nti cipation and many
expectations that I went to
see the seventh installment
of the Harry Potter series:
"Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 1."
After watching the preceding
movies and engaging in deep
conversations about the
technicalities and expectations
of the "beginning of the
end" for the series, I saw the
movie not once, but twice,
before writing this review.
For those of you who
haven't seen the film yet or
don't know much about the
preceding movies, warning:
This review could contain
some spoilers. Proceed with
caution and do not flood my
inbox with hate mail about
how I ruined the movie.
The movie picks up where
"Half-Blood Prince" left
off: Dumbledore, the grand
patriarch of Hogwarts,
is dead. With bittersweet
resolution, Harry and his
dynamic duo of Ron Weasley
and Hermione Granger
have become the wizarding
equivalent of high school
dropouts so they can fight
the evil Lord Voldemort.
The movie opens with
a scene of heartbreak as

Hermione tearfully removes
herself from her parents'
memorie s, an attempt
t o protect them should
Voldemort and his Death
Eaters come knocking. While
this scene unfolded a little
differently than alluded to
in the novel, I fou nd it an
effective way to show the
cost of their quest. Harry's
parting with the aunt and
uncle of his nightmares was
slig htly less poetic. While
the novel gave a glimpse of
Harry parting with his cousin
Dudley (a section I thought
added a lot more dimension
to their relationship), I was
disappointed that the movie
series has left this evolution
out, making it necessary
to remove the scene from
"Deathly Hallows."
Other alterations included
a slightly more glorified death
of Hedwig, Harry's beloved
snowy owl. While in the
book Hedwig died in her
cage, the movie gave her the
last dying glory of trying to
protect Harry when Death
Eaters attacked. This was
one change I did approve of
because it shows the special
relationship between Harry
and the pet he has had since
he realized his calling as a
wizard.
Overall, I was pleased with
this installment of "Harry
Potter." By splitting the book
into two cinematic sections,

I think the filmmaking team
was able to include much
more depth than has been
allowed in previous movies.
The true telling of whether
they included everything
that needs to be included to
wrap up the series will be
the release of "Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows:
Part 2" this summer.
I would like to take a
moment to talk about perhaps
the most controversial scene
in the movie: the HarryHermione kiss. When I say
kiss, I more mean highly
risque make-out session
with a fog censor bar. The
scene comes just after Ron
has returned to the gang
after a brief self-inflicted
separation. Harry and Ron
are destroying a Horcrux (a
piece of Voldemort's soul
that is housed in an object, a
locket in this case) when out
comes the silvery rendition of
Harry and Hermione taunting
Ron and invading his worst
fears and insecurities.
I feel that this scene, as
played out in the movie as a
completely adult version, was
an unnecessary dramatization
of the book's depiction.
What was supposed to be
a merely passionate kiss
became something very real
and what could be termed
as "Harding-inappropriate."
Also slightly scandalous
was the rather mature

By splitting
the book
into two
cinematic
sections,
I think the
film making
team was
able to
include much
more depth
than has
been allowed
in previous
movies.
depiction of Ginny Weasley's
attraction for Harry. Maybe
my mental image of her
from the books has been
off all of these years, but
I wasn't expecting a barebacked Ginny to ask our
dear Harry to completely
zip up her dress.
However, this scene was
saved by the always humorous
George Weasley staring with
a grin as a toothbrush stuck
out of his recent head injury.
Aside from this, I highly
recommend this movie to
any current Harry Potter
fanatics or even the casual
moviegoer.
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Harding Place is hosting its ninth annual
Christmas Tree Gallery of Dreams. Visitors to
the gallery bring gifts to put under the trees,
which will be donated to foster children of
White County. The Gallery will be open from 5
to 7 p.m. each night through Dec. 10.

Christmas musical ushers in season's festivities
by AMANDA

HOURT
student writer
Most people remember
the Christmases of their
childhood fondly: good
food, th e "big present,"
visiting family. This year,
the theater department will
reminisce about the past
Christmases ofWelsh poet
r and writer Dylan Thomas
l by performing "A Child's
• C hristmas in Wales ."
The musical will be
playing in the Ulrey

~

Performing Arts Center on the se t design of "A
Dec. 2-5 at 8:30 p.m., with Child's Christmas in Wales"
matinee performances at 2 while he was in graduate
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. school at the University of
The cost is $5, or free with Tennessee.
the Pass.
"It's just really one of
The musical is based off those feel-good, warm
of a series of essays written fuzzies, 'isn't that sweet'
for Harper's Bazaar by Dylan types of shows," Lynn said.
Thomas. Jeremy Brooks
It is intended to be
and Adrian Mitchell later enjoyed by the whole family,
adapted it fo r the stage.
he added.
"Whenever you do a
Britton Lynn, the director
of the show, said the theater Christmas show, you can
department selected "A almost commercialize it,"
Child's Christmas in Lynn said. "With this show,
Wales" so they could share the director of the original
Christmas cheer.
production said, 'I don't
Lynn said he had worked want to do that. I want to

focus on the family. I want
to focus on the circle of
family that is there."'
The play is based off of
the Christmases that Thomas
experienced growing up in
Wales, freshman Elizabeth
Bruce, who will play Aunt
Hannah, said. It is composed
of special moments that are
meshed into a traditional
Christmas like Thomas
would have had in the past.
"It's one of those things
where you hear 'A Child's
Christmas in Wales,' and you
think: 'I've never heard that
title before. I've never been
to Wales. It's written by a

"It's just really one of those
feel-good, warm fuzzies, 'isn't
that sweet' types of shows."
- Britton Lynn
show director
poet.' And all of a sudden
as an audience member the
alarm starts going off, like
th is is going to be some
literary hoo- ha where we
all sit around drinking dark
espresso and not understand
wh at's going on," Lynn
said. "But actually, nothing
could be further from the
,,
experience.

Bruce said she has had an
enjoyable time rehearsing
and getting to know the cast.
"There's not really a
time that's like Christmas, "
Bruce said. "Christmas is
a time when it seems like
everyone feels good. Even
the people who are a little
more stiff; they loosen up
a little. "

'for this wetk's key, visit thelink.harding.edu
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Amadelphous:
(am-uh-DEL-fuhs)
gregarious, outgoing,
social, fun
In a remarkable

metamorphosis,
the Grinch was
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transformed from
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a lousy thief into
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an amadelphous
philanthropist.
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us HELP MAKE YOUR SPECIAL DAY MEMORABLE!

Let the Hoggard Team Help You
Phil Hoggard

Joel Hoggard
Cell: (501) 827-9321

Cell: (501) 593-1700

Judy Hoggard
Cell: (501) 593-1800

judy@hoggardteam.com
www.hoggardteam.com
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